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Abstract. The amplitudes/excitation profiles of coherent resonance Raman scattering
(CARS and CSRS) are directly related to the one-photon absorption. The effect of

the inhomogeneity of solvent on the molecular spectra and the transform relationships
is examined. The study is based on the transform theory applied in investigations of

spontaneous resonance Raman scattering to relate the Raman excitation profile to the

molecular absorption observed.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known nowadays that the excitation spectrum (REP) of

spontaneous resonance Raman scattering (RRS) can be represented via
the transform of the (measured) absorption spectrum [!] (see also
reviews. [>3]). This approach — the calculation of REPs by the trans-

form method — is a practical solution of the multimode problem in the

RRS theory. The problem arises because all the Franck-Condon active
modes take part in the RRS process. Therefore in a multimode case,
like complex organic molecules or impurity centres in crystals, one

should take into account a large number of parameters to get information
about the coupling with the Raman-active mode. In е transform
method [#7], the multimode information is automatically carried through
the calculation via the use of the measured absorption: the excitation

profile of the Raman mode is computed directly from the measured

absorption spectrum, while model parameters are needed only for the
Raman mode.

These considerations also apply to coherent resonance Raman

scattering like CARS (coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering) and CSRS

(coherent Stokes Raman scattering). In these processes, four photons
are simultaneously involved: two photons of the «ритр» frequency, E,,
are absorbed, and two photons of the Stokes and the anti-Stokes shifted

frequency, E, — 6 and Е, + 6, are emitted. In a CARS experiment, the

sample is subjected to laser beams of frequencies E, and E, — & while
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Fig. 1. Absorption spectrum according to Eq.' (9) (dashed line) and Raman excitation

profiles (solid lines). y=o2, I'=o6, §*=l, o=2 (parameters are given in dimen-

; sionless units). -
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the signal beam at the anti-Stokes frequeney Ep4+ & is monitored; a

CSRS experiment differs in that the anti-Stokes frequency is incident

upon the sample, and the Stokes E, — & beam is monitored as the

signal.' In" an excitation profile experiment, incident frequencies are

scanned together so that their difference, 8, is constant and equal to a

Raman mode of the sample. ;
At T=o the absorption spectrum and the incoherent resonance Raman

amplitude can be described by, respectively, -
>, (0| My|my{m|Mi]o)
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where |0) and |1) are the imitial and final vibrational states in the
ground electronic state, |m) is the intermediate vibrational state in the
excited electronic state and I', its decay constant; E,, is the energy of the
state |m), M; and M, are the electronic transition matrix elements for
excitation and emission, and wo denotes the excitation frequency.

For the CARS process we have [%9]
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(0; is the Raman frequency). For CSRS,
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The excitation profiles are defined by the square of modulus of the
third-order susceptibility |х|?. Сотрагпе Едs. (2) and (3), one can

see that

X cars— & (®0) a (0o+w;), (4)

Xcsrs— & (o) a* (0o —w;). (4’)

It is easy to see (make the transform wy=>wo=wo+m;) that the
excitation profiles of CARS and CSRS have the same shape, CSRS is

just shifted to high-frequency side of CARS by the Raman mode «;
(Figs. Ib, Ic).

Spectral lines can be broadened by different kinds of mechanisms.
A homogeneotis mechanism (lifetime broadening) broadens the spectral
iines of all the molecules equally, an inhomogeneous mechanism (solvent
effect) spreads the molecular energy values over some mean value. Let
us first look for the transform laws in homogeneous media.

TRANSFORM RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ABSORPTION AND

SCATTERING FOR IDENTICAL MOLECULES

- The transform law between the absorption an excitation profiles of
Raman scattering depends on the model of vibronic coupling. In systems
obeying standard assumptions, like the adiabatic and Condon approxi-
mation, harmonic vibrations and linear vibronic coupling, the incoherent

Raman amplitude is related to the absorption spectrum as follows [*?°]:
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aj (o) ~E&i[D (wo) — D (Q)], (5)

where =OO—о; is the frequency of the scattered light and E; is the

parameter of linear coupling (§’2j are Stokes losses) of the Raman mode
j. ®(w) is the complex refractive index determined by the optical ab-

sorption /aps() as follows:

@(0)= istlaps (00) +P f dx——'ž:—(z)l—. (6)

The REP of the first-order spontaneous Raman scattering (Stokes com-

ponent) is determined as

Г (во) — & | D (w0) — D (00— w;) | (7)

The REP of the anti-Stokes incoherent RRS equals

I° (w0) ~ 82 | D (w0) — @ (wotw)) | (7')

Eqgs. (7) are the main relationships of the transform method. The first

term of Eq. (7) describes the resonance with the excitation frequency,
the second one corresponds to the resonance with the frequency of the
scattered light, both together describe the interference of these two
channels.

Taking into account Eqs. (4) апа (7) we obtain directly the trans-
form laws for CARS ['°]: -

Icars= |X capsl* | [P (00) — D (00— ;)][P(00+©;) — D (w0)] |2,

° (8)
апа CSRS:

[CS S

= |¥csrs 12~ | [Ф (оо) — Ф (ШО—ШЁ)] [Ф* (еoо— @;) —Ф* (оо— 20;)] |?.
| (8°)

Eqgs. (7), (8) and (8’) are used for model calculations of excitation

profiles of spontaneous Raman scattering (REPs), CARS and CSRS
when the absorption is chosen as

Tapvs (wo) =—*l—'“;+š2————£ .+,*šL ___ё_____
оу (00— ©)24T2 2! (00— 20)2+41?

Figs. la—c demonstrate the results.

TRANSFORM LAWS IN THE INHOMOGENEOUS CASE

- In the coherent case the radiation scattered from different molecules
interferes. In the spontaneous Raman scattering there is no such inter-
{егепсе, Hence, the sequence of operations in performing the inhomo-

geneous broadening convolution is different for the coherent and the

spontaneous Raman scattering. To include inhomogeneous broadening in
the description of the incoherent spectrum, one must evaluate the integral

I= [ |a|2(e)dse, (10a)

where g(e) is the probability distribution function of molecular energy
values. For coherent Raman processes like CARS and CSRS, the inhomo-

geneous convolution is performed before taking the absolute square [°]:

Icars=| / Xcanse(e)de|*. (10b)
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Further it is assumed that the inhomogeneities affect the energy of
the electronic transition €, in the molecule but do not change its local

dynamics. The model holds for systems where the inhomogeneous
dispersion of the vibrational frequency is less than the homogeneous
width of the vibrational level.

Let us use the Fourier amplitude approach as very convenient for a

general solution of the problem. In this approach the absorption spectrum
is given by the integral ['!]

]abs((flo)——— fdt еі(‘”"‘“")‘Р(і)‚ . (ll)

where F(f) is the Fourier transform of the absorption.
Analogously ме сап represent the Raman amplitude [°]:

alo)= fdt eito—2wtA (1). (12)

In the case of the basic model, the Raman Fourier transform is related
to the absorption Fourier transform as follows [®]:

A(t)=iO(t)Ej(l —e ') F (1), (13)

where O(f) denotes the Heaviside step function which takes into account
the causality law in RRS, i.e. scattering follows excitation.

Taking into account Egs. (4) we obtain for CARS

XCARS= fdt ei(mo——n„)tA (t) fdt* ei(o)o—-921+(n;)t'A(ta) (14)

and CSRS | P

Kesrs > fdt eio—tA (¢) jdt’e—i(mo—Qz:—m;)t'A*(t’)’ . (15)

where in the case of the basic model the Fourier amplitude A(f) is

defined via the absorption Fourier transform F(¢) by Eq. (13).
Using Fourier transforms for the spectra and the distribution func-

tion p(e)=o(Q2—R2) (22 denotes the mean pure-electronic transition

frequency), we get, after the integration of (11) for the inhomogeneous
absorption spectrum, .

T abs (o) = f dDd2lO (21) f dt ekeoosLtF(1) =

= (23-[)—l_’o/0‘ dQZi_f dt) ei(gzl—.õ-n)t-g (t’) fdt ei(wo—Qn)tF(t) =

= [atetoroir o) ° (16)

and for the inhomogeneous incoherent REP,

T& (wo) =šsiffdt dt' eitor-da)(t-t)
MD

XF(t)F*(t')(].—De—-imjt)(l—eiu)jt—)g(t—t,). . (17)
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(AL=O.33). y=o.2, I'=o6, =l, o=2,

Fig. 2. Absorption spectrum (dashed line) and Raman excitation profiles calculated by

Egs. (7) and (8) (dotted lines) and by Egs. (17) and (18) (solid lines, exact result)
with taking into account the inhomogeneous broadening of the Lorentzian distribution
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Here w; is the Raman frequency and g(f) denotes the Fourier transform
of the distribution of pure-electronic transition frequencies. In the case of

a Gaussian distribution ¢(f)=exp(—#A2/2), for а Lorentzian @5-

tribution o(f)=exp(—A.|t|). When comparing Eqs. (16) and (17) one

can see that (17) cannot be factorized to the basic transform law (7)
as it was in the homogeneous case because of the mixing to two integrals
by o(¢{—lt). It is shown in Fig. 2a (Lorentzian distribution) апа Fig.
3a (Gaussian distribution): in the case of inhomogeneously broadened

absorption (dashed curve) the REP calculated according to the trans-

form law (7) (dotted curve) does not follow the shape of the correct

REP (Eq. (17), solid line).
Taking into account Egs. (10b) and (14), we find in an analogous

way for CARS:

Tcars= lЕЁjfdt dt eit(t+t9F ()F(P) X |
0

2

5 (1 — e=ioit) (giort —1)(t+l) | (18)

iand CSRS

Гсэкз== ' šzlffdt dt’ el (t—t)F (£) F* (£') X
0

2

Х (l — e—ia)/t) (eiu);t' — eZim/t‘)Q(t__ t’) I
‚ (18›)

Looking at Eqgs. (18), some general conclusions can be drawn immedi-

ately. For a Lorentzian inhomogeneous distribution in CARS

o(t+t')=exp[—AL({+l)]=o(t)o(t), (¢, >0)

consequently Eq. (18) can be factorized due to what the basic transform
law (8) holds in the inhomogeneous case as well (Fig. 2b: CARS calcu-
lated by Egs. (8) апа (18) coincide). The linewidths in the CARS
spectrum depend, analogously to absorption, on the sum of homogeneous
and inhomogeneous widths. An analogous result was obtained earlier by
Desiderio and Hudson [B] but only for the case оЁ the absorption
spectrum of the Lorentzian shape. Here it is shown for an arbitrary
absorption spectrum. However, such a factorization is not quite correct

for @ Gaussian inhomogeneous distribution (Fig. 3b: note that there is

a much smaller difference between the two curves than in. the case of

REP or CSRS). | I

In contrast to CARS, CSRS Eq. (18’) can be factorized neither in the

case of a Lorentzian distribution (Fig. 2c) nor for a Gaussian distribu-
tion (Fig. 3c), similarly to the spontaneous Raman scattering (compare
with Eq. (17)). Transform law (8’) does not hold for the inhomogeneous
case. Note also that in the case of inhomogeneous broadening the

excitation profile of CSRS is sharper than that of CARS. In contrast to

the homogeneous case, the excitation profiles of CARS and CSRS no

longer have the same shape.
In the case of the Gaussian distribution of pure-electronic frequencies,

when the inhomogeneous absorption spectrum is determined by

Tabs (000), = fdt ¢Bot (t)exp (—I2A2 /2), (19)

the inhomogeneous REP,
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(A¢=o.2B). y=o.2, =O6, E2=l, o=2.

Fig. 3. Absorption spectrum (dashed line) and Raman excitation profiles calculated by
Egs. (7) and (8) (dotted lines) and by Egs. (17) and (18) (solid lines, exact result)
with taking into account the inhomogeneous broadening of the Gaussian distribution
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Tetoo) =2[[ at dt etorße-0F (1)F ()X
0

X (1 — e=iort) (] — eim;t-)e—(““>' A'a/z’ . (20)

transforms after the expansion of the mixing terms exp({£’)A% to the

following transform law [%2]:

TR(wo)=š%2£—|—ik— 1 1

g [@(wn) —Ф(оо— о)); @2l

where the complex refractive index Õ)(m),

D (0) =ifdt eitte-ameФ8 Е()
(1),

(22)

is determined by the inhomogeneous (experimental) absorption spectrum
according to Eq. (6).

Analogously, we get for CARS

а* @ —- .

169

Tcars= '52,2 —;!—'“?(DT'[(D('wo)—(D(mo—-wi)]X
k 0

dk - -
2
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0
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In spite of their compact and general form, Eqs. (21) and (23) are

not convenient for a practical description of inhomogeneous broadening
because of the differentiation operation. They can practically be used

only when the inhomogeneous broadening is small in comparison with
the homogeneous width. If this condition is not fulfilled, ore can use the

following numerical procedure:
1) Choose a trial inhomogeneous broadening function () and find

its Fourier transform g(?).
2) Calculate the Fourier transform of the experimental absorption

spectrum, Fexp(f), and then the Fourier transform of the trial homoge-
neous absorption spectrum

Fir () =Fexp(t)o7l(?).

3) Calculate the trial excitation profile /t:(wo) according to theoreti-
cal relations (17) and (18) between the Fourier transform of absorption
and the Fourier amplitude of scattering, and its Fourier transform

Jir (7) = f е-
*(x)dx.
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4) Calculate the theoretical excitation profile of scattering

Tincor (0) = (21)1[ eiomg(1)Jie(1) .
In the case of a bad fit all the calculations should be repeated for

another ¢. This algorithm needs only the Fourier transform procedures;
in principle, it works for an arbitrary shape and width of the inhomo-

geneous broadening function.

CONCLUSION

The analysis of coherent Raman scattering excitation profile shape
under resonance excitation is a valuable complement to modern reson-

ance Raman spectroscopy. Comparison of CARS and CSRS behaviour
allows one to draw conclusions about inhomogeneous broadening. As

it was shown, in the homogeneous case the excitation profiles of CARS

and CSRS have the same shape/widths. The inhomogeneity of the
medium induces a difference between these excitation profiles, while
CSRS remains sharper than CARS.

The transform laws which allow to calculate the Raman excitation

profiles via the measured absorption spectrum for identical molecules hold
for the CARS excitation profile in the jinhomogeneous case of a

Lorentzian distribution as well; for a Gaussian distribution they are not

quite correct any more but nevertheless can practically be used if the

inhomogeneous broadening is not large. However, these transform laws
40 not hold for incoherent REP and CSRS. Here a fitting procedure
for calculating real excitation profiles is proposed which allows one to
determine the distribution function/width of the inhomogeneous
broadening.
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TRANSFORMSEOSED NEELDUMISE JA KOHERENTSE
RESONANTSE KOMBINATSIOONHAJUMISE VAHEL HOMOGEEN-

SES JA MITTEHOMOGEENSES KESKKONNAS

Imbi TEHVER

Koherentse resonantse (anti-Stokesi ja Stokesi) kombinatsioonhaju-
mise amplituudid/ergastusspektrid on avaldatud optilise neeldumise kaudu,
kusjuures on vaadatud, kuidas mojutab identsete molekulide spektreid ja
vastavaid transformseoseid mittehomogeenne keskkond. Siinne t66 оп

loogiline jatk varem viljatootatud transformmeetodile, mis seostab spon-
taanse Ramani hajumise ergastusprofiile mdodetud neeldumisspektriga.

СООТНОШЕНИЯ ПРЕОБРАЗОВАНИЯ МЕЖДУ ПОГЛОЩЕНИЕМ
И КОГЕРЕНТНЫМ РЕЗОНАНСНЫМ КОМБИНАЦИОННЫМ

РАССЕЯНИЕМ В ОДНОРОДНОЙ И НЕОДНОРОДНОЙ СРЕДЕ

Имби ТЕХВЕР

Амплитуды/слектры возбуждения когерентного (антистоксового и

стоксового) комбинационного рассеяния выражены через оптическое

поглощение, Рассматривается, как влияет на спектры и соотношения

преобразования, полученные в случае идентичных молекул, неоднород-
ная среда. Данная работа является развитием ранее разработанного
метода преобразования спонтанного резонансного комбинационного рас-
сеяния на когерентные вынужденные (стоксово и антистоксово) комби-
национные рассеяния. :

4%
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